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Real estate tax is a special one among the property tax system and is also 
called housing and property tax, whose origin and development are based on the 
property tax system. Although real estate tax has a long history, and there has 
been a great deal of study and analysis from law, it is not sufficient from the view 
of economic theory, especially institutional economic theory to study the 
origin 、initiation regime、evolution principle and institution effect, some aspects 
still have vacancy. To study real estate tax system by the new institutional 
economic theory has the value of theory and significance of practice.  
    Any initiations of system are based on the existing valid demands and 
supplies. Inner regime of real estate tax, which is the same as other system, is the 
consequence of valid demand and supply. Factors that influence demand of real 
estate tax system are: constitutional order and institutional environment、
development of private property and developing scale of the real estate、
development of imposition skill and cost changing of collecting income by the 
government, etc. Demand of real estate tax mainly has two aspects: demand of 
nation and demand of taxpayer. Both constitute the aggregate demand to real 
estate tax system. Correspondingly, demand of real estate tax has two subjects: 
subject of levying tax and subject of paying tax respectively. The two subjects 
not only connect and influence each other but also necessary to the other. Factors 
that influence the supply of the real estate tax system have the partition of inside 
and outside. Factors of inside mainly are: constitutional regulation and change of 
institutional environment、transformation of government duty 、demand level of 


















value option of subject of supply and recognition level to real estate tax. Subject 
of levying tax is supply subject of real estate tax. According to the scope of 
attribute, real estate tax can be divided into two levels: state administration of 
taxation is primary organization of supply of real estate tax, and each provincial 
and municipal office is the secondary. 
    As demand and supply are always unbalanced, unbalanced institution has 
normal characteristic. Furthermore, unbalanced characteristic of real estate tax is 
obvious. The unbalanced real estate tax is classed as short supply and excess 
supply. Unbalance is the prerequisite that real estate tax change, which has two 
ways: supply dominating and demand inducing. Supply of real estate tax mainly 
depends on compulsory supply by the government so its changing style mainly is 
supply dominating. Because most part of content are carried out by deliver order 
or regulation of the primary or secondary supply subject. 
    Real estate tax initially arose from land tax in Egypt. With the development 
of economy and addition of private property, real estate tax also developed 
correspondingly. Diversity of historical and cultural background and economic 
development in different countries leads to the diversity of tax system. None of 
them has absolutely the same real estate tax. Generally speaking, there are two 
kinds of real estate tax: real estate tax including levying tax from moveable and 
immoveable property and real estate tax purely levying tax from immoveable 
property (housing and land).The former includes U.S.A and Canada, the later 
includes Britain、 Japan and southern America. During the development, 
evolution of the overseas real estate tax mostly experienced the process that is 
from junior to senior and from incomplete to complete, and strengthened its 

















China is also one of the earliest countries that levy tax on real estate in the 
world. After the foundation of New China, land system and housing system had 
been reformed for many times and correspondingly real estate tax had changed a 
lot. In practice, real estate tax showed characteristic of short “time lag” of system 
transformation、strong path dependency and reiteration of institutional change . 
As China now is in the period of economy transition with unstable institutional 
environment, real estate tax in China is in a state of unbalance both in macro and 
micro fields. To push forward new real estate tax institutional change, in the 
institutional option we must break away from the path dependency of 
institutional supply, consider institutional requirements of subject of paying tax 
and secondary organization, construct new regular and uniform real estate tax 
and think over its feasibility. We suggest to make clear relationship about rent、
fee and tax. On one hand, it shows kernel position of property tax in local 
government fiscal income and build real estate tax of wide tax base and abundant 
source, which based on value of real estate evaluation. On the other hand, it 
limits expansion of collecting fee in government, reform transfer fee of land , 
carry out system of annual fee of land ,constrain and clean all sorts of fee, 
prompt legislative level of real estate tax，decentralize authority appropriately 
and strengthen construction of local tax system. 
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